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1 Introduction

1 . 1 Overview
Hagåtña has been the cultural, social and historic “heart” of Guam since early Chamorro
settlements were established on the island. Hagåtña’s reef‐protected shoreline and access to
plentiful fresh water from the Hagåtña River made this a natural settlement area. During this
early period of development, the Chamorro’s began constructing houses on raised foundations,
using large pillars (haligi) with cup‐shaped stones (tasa) atop the pillars to hold up an A‐framed
roof. These pillars and attached stones are what eventually became known as “latte”, a
significant architectural feature that is still prominent in the City.
During the Spanish Era (1686‐1898), Hagåtña was designated as the capital of Guam. With this
designation came construction of government buildings and Guam’s first cathedral, all of which
introduced Spanish architectural styles and building materials to the island. Guam was also a
major port between the Philippines and Mexico, and this cultural exposure brought additional
ideas and influences on architecture. During this period, stone built structures with tiled roofs
were common. Several stone structures built during the Spanish colonization are still standing in
Hagåtña, such as the Azotea, Chocolate House, and the Spanish Bridge. Also from this period is
the Almacen (three‐arch gate) that is a common symbol of Hagåtña today.
Prior to WWII, Hagåtña was the bustling center of Guam and the largest populated area on the
island. Housing was closely spaced along roads and paths throughout Hagåtña, and the Hagåtña
River was the primary focal point of community life. Architectural features in this era featured
social constructs, such as balconies and wide entry staircases with seating areas to welcome
visitors. Architecture was also characterized by high ceilings, inclusion of patios and ponds, and a
preference for rectangular or square shapes.
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Following WWII and the heavy destruction suffered by Hagåtña during the war, the city was
rebuilt. The U.S. Seabees created what is now known as the Paseo de Susana from debris from
the former community and formed new neighborhoods using a superimposed grid layout,
predominant in the U.S. at the time, as the organizational structure for reconstruction. In some
cases, this action left original landowners without any property in Hagåtña. Hagåtña’s population
dropped from 10,000 in 1940 to under 1,000 in 1950. In addition to the grid layout structure, the
Hagåtña River was also rechannalized to flow out to sea just east of Route 4, changing a major
structural and organizational component of the community along the river’s former course
through the community. The community was also rebuilt using a range of more modern and
institutional architectural styles.
Following the initial reconstruction period, Hagåtña has seen a wide range of architectural styles
introduced. These range from Modern Movement‐style buildings (such as the Guam Congress /
Legislature Building) to modern stone and glass facades (such as the Bank of Guam building) to
more standardized concrete tilt‐ups.

1 . 2 Pu rpos e an d Implem en ta ti on
The City of Hagåtña’s Design Guidelines provide land owners and developers with guidance on the
types and quality of design expected in Hagåtña. The Design Guidelines will be used to influence
new development and redevelopment projects in the city in a manner that builds on the city’s
historic, cultural, and social assets, while forging a path for the city to realize its full economic
potential. Themes like access to the waterfront, better public parking, and ample public and social
spaces are woven in these Design Guidelines to further embody the Chamorro culture in Hagåtña.
These guidelines were created for use by the community, land developers, and by members of
City staff who have design review responsibility for development projects within the city.
In general, Design Guidelines provide guidance that helps to shape the form and function of the
city and can be used to promote:
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historic and cultural values;



healthy lifestyles through the provision of safe and attractive pedestrian amenities; and



establishing quality standards for buildings and infrastructure. These values can have a
positive influence on the economic growth and vitality of the city.
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1. Introduction
The goal of these Design Guidelines is to provide a blueprint for development that will instill a
sense of civic pride throughout the community by emphasizing the city’s identity; creating a safe
and connected urban environment for all residents and visitors; and safeguarding valuable natural
assets, such as viewsheds of important historic and cultural sights, all while creating a vibrant
community where the rich culture of Hagåtña can be shared and enjoyed by residents and visitors
alike. The Design Guidelines provide a framework for the built environment that is flexible
enough to allow for development creativity, while still adhering to the desired character of the
City. The design objectives provide the link between policy and the built and natural
environments. These guidelines are meant to define the look, feel, and context of the built
environment, while creating connections and transitions between buildings, transportation
infrastructure, and public spaces.
These guidelines are designed to be used in tandem with the City of Hagåtña Zoning Ordinance
during the design review and approval process for development and redevelopment proposals.
These Design Guidelines are not intended to be a rigid, inflexible set of standards. Rather, they
are guidelines that seek to improve the efficiency of design review, help to streamline the
development process and help reestablish Hagåtña as the Capital City of Guam.
This document includes graphics for the purpose of illustration and simplification. The images
used to illustrate the compliance with the standards should be reviewed in context to the specific
guidelines with which the image is associated and not necessarily with all the guidelines of this
document. To the extent that there is any inconsistency between the text of these Design
Guidelines and any such graphic, the text shall control.

1 . 3 Design Principles
Design principles are used to describe the general look and feel to obtain a desired urban form
within cities and places. Such principles are embedded in the Design Guidelines in various
combinations to help formulate a greater sense of place in Hagåtña’s districts. There are seven
design principles that are identified in this document:
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Style
Mass




Texture / Pattern
Color




Detail
Scale / Proportion.

Materials
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The following paragraphs provide general definitions of the above seven design principles.

Style
Architectural styles refer to the specific features, elements, or other characteristics in structures
and public spaces that help establish an overall appearance. Such features, elements, and
characteristics together can be identifiable through a theme, culture, and / or time period, but
can evolve over time to new styles. Using consistent styles in specified areas helps unify
developments with a coherent look and feel, establishing and enhancing the area’s identity.
Hagåtña has a rich historical character based upon a varied number of architectural styles that
have been used in the past. Many of these examples still exist today that can be used as models
for the design of future developments and revitalization efforts. At the same time, some
interpretations and flexibility are needed for development to respond to natural and cultural
changes throughout time, as well as technological advancements.

Mass
Mass describes the overall three‐dimensional size of buildings or structures. Variances in massing
can alter pedestrians’ perceptions and emotions in the public realm, making it an important
consideration when designing and developing structures along streetscapes and pedestrian paths.
Large uninterrupted portions of structures create a large mass, which can become uncomfortable
to pedestrians. Massing can be broken down into smaller pieces with the same amount of floor
area, appearing smaller, making it more pedestrian friendly along a streetscape.

Example of the Bank of Guam massing. Features are simplified
to their most basic form. This helps explain the basic size and
shape of the structure and how it relates to the land.
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Materials
Similar to color, the use of different materials can change the appearance of a structure
dramatically through creating interest and emphasis on certain features and elements,
particularly within the public realm. Materials also have a historical and cultural significance in
many places, and are directly related to many building styles.
Hagåtña has ties to the Mamposteria construction style, largely consisting of stone and mortar
with wood accents. While keeping the use of building materials flexible to create new, unique
places, some districts, including the Capital and Cultural District and Riverwalk District, have
additional regulations restricting and requiring the use of certain materials to establish a
consistent character and identity throughout.

Texture / Pattern
The way in which materials are used creates textures and patterns within the urban fabric of
cities. Certain textures and the way they are applied create a rough or smooth visual feeling in
the public realm. Patterns refer to how these materials and textures are repeated to cue
pedestrians as to what to expect, or create interest as the cadence is interrupted.

Color
Color can be provided by both the natural color of a material (i.e., brick, stone) or by the
application of a color. A well‐balanced color palette helps create more visual interest in urban
spaces, and contributes to the overall composition of an area.
Certain districts in Hagåtña require stricter color regulations than others. Such regulations ensure
a common color palette is used, which helps to create a harmonious place. Other districts have
less stringent color regulations to allow more color flexibility.

Detail
Architectural detail is created through small but prominent features on façades that contribute to
and help define the structure’s overall character. These details contribute to the development’s
visual interest, and the overall spaces character and feel. Such details can include articulation,
balconies, columns, tile bands, and other features which may be incorporated onto building
façades that create a visual break in blank walls.
Public Draft
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Scale and Proportion
A structure’s scale and proportion between adjacent developments and compared to pedestrians
are integral in establishing comfortable pedestrian interactions in public spaces. Retaining a
consistent vertical scale across a streetscape creates a more harmonious pedestrian experience in
the public realm.
Similar to massing, large‐scale developments that expand beyond the human scale should create
building forms that appear smaller in scale through certain design methods identified in these
Design Guidelines.

1 . 4 Design Objectives
The Design Guidelines were developed to support the Vision and Guiding Principles defined in the
Hagåtña Master Plan.
Hagåtña Master Plan Vision
Re‐establish Hagåtña as the Capital City of Guam, and the governmental, cultural and commercial
heart of the island supported by vibrant residential mixed‐use areas.
Hagåtña Master Plan Guiding Principles
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Re‐establish Hagåtña as the Capital City
Develop Mixed‐Use centers throughout Hagåtña
Preserve, Enhance, and Educate about Cultural and Historic Resources
Develop Appropriate Urban Design Standards
Create a multimodal circulation system and enhance connectivity throughout the city
Use the Shoreline’s Valuable Resources to Its Full Potential
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Establish a Vibrant Downtown
Encourage Residential Growth, Bringing More Residents into Hagåtña
Promote Economic Growth

In developing the Hagåtña Design Guidelines, a set of six objectives were established:

This graphic will be provided for each subsection to display
which design objectives the respective subsection will cover.
Design objectives that are covered will be bolded and those
that are not will be gray.








Culture
Pedestrian Experience
Mobility
Safety & Security
Environmental Protection
Urban Design

Culture
Protect and enhance historic and cultural features to re-establish Hagåtña as
the cultural capital of Guam.
The Hagåtña Master Plan is designed to re‐establish Hagåtña as the governmental, cultural and
social hub of Guam. A critical component of this is the protection and enhancement of historic
and cultural features that make Hagåtña the “heart of Guam”. These Design Guidelines support
this effort and set standards for new developments to incorporate historic design features and
protect existing historic resources.

Pedestrian Experience
Promote design that encourages and enhances pedestrian activity.
Most iconic and historic places are best experienced by walking. Designing for the pedestrian first
ensures that all new development supports a pedestrian friendly environment and creates a
comfortable environment that encourages active, healthy lifestyles. The Design Guidelines seek to
encourage pedestrian activity and accessibility along all streets through enhanced pedestrian
facilities that improve connectivity, safety and comfort.
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Mobility
Provide roadway, sidewalk, transit, biking and trail standards that promote a
multi-modal community.
Creating a well‐connected multi‐modal circulation system was identified as a Guiding Principle of
Hagåtña’s Master Plan. The Design Guidelines support the Master Plan by providing roadway,
sidewalk, transit, biking and trail standards that promote a multi‐modal community. Enhancing
the flow of all transportation systems is essential for creating inclusive, accessible places, and
limits conflicts between pedestrians, bicyclists, and vehicles. The Design Guidelines set standards
that encourage the use of alternative modes of transportation through implementing best
practices for transportation design.

Safety & Security
Set standards for lighting, environmental design, and traffic safety that
promote safety to all users and modes of transportation.
Creating a safe place to live, work and play is crucial for healthy, active public spaces, economic
growth and the overall community’s quality of life. The Design Guidelines sets standards that
ensure areas are well‐lit at night; providing security through environmental design; and traffic
safety through design that limits conflicts between pedestrians, bicyclists, and vehicles.

Environmental Protection
Protect shoreline for resiliency in the wake of intensifying climate and to
promote Hagåtña’s natural elements as a tourist attraction.
The natural environment is both a powerful force and one of Hagåtña’s greatest assets. The
shoreline is a major tourist attraction and an iconic element in the city’s history and culture.
Protecting the shoreline’s integrity, accessibility and viewsheds is critical for Hagåtña’s identity as
a waterfront capital city. However, as a waterfront community, Hagåtña also faces severe
weather at times. Establishing guidelines for developments to be proactive in mitigating the
impacts of severe weather will enhance the community’s resiliency long‐term.
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1. Introduction
Urban Design
Standardize urban design elements to generate vibrancy and maintain
uniformity.
Urban design is critical in the effort to create an attractive place for residents and visitors to walk,
mingle, shop, and engage with each other and the city. The design of buildings and their setting,
circulation, and public spaces work to unify the city and enhance its vibrancy. The Design
Guidelines seek to implement the vision of the Hagåtña’s Master Plan by setting standards for
urban design elements such as building orientation, materials and architectural details, and public
realm features.

1 . 5 Glossary of Terms
This glossary of terms describes certain features and elements in the Design Guidelines in further
detail.

Amenity Zone – is a location for landscaping, furnishings, and amenities. This zone provides
enhancements to the sidewalk and helps provide comfort and safety to pedestrians.

Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) – is a broad civil rights law that protects
individuals from discrimination based on disability. For cities, this law is important because it
means that a city must be designed to be accessible by all members of the community, including
those with disabilities.

Arcade – is an extension of the façade over the sidewalk, or Walking Zone, and supported by
columns or arches. This extension provides a covered walkway for pedestrians to protect against
adverse weather.

Art – is original works created by an individual or design team as a form of creative expression for
the purpose of controlling an aesthetic outcome.

Art, Public – is art which is located on public property and/or integrated with public construction
projects, which are accessible to the public.

Articulation – is a change in depth along building facades.
Example of an arcade.
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Awning – is a roof‐like cover extending out from the side of a wall or roof to provide protection
from the weather or add a decorative element. Awnings can be made of fabric, metal, plastic,
fiberglass, or glass. Awnings are often retractable and differ from arcades in that they lack
supporting columns.

Bike Box – is a designated area for bicyclists turning left at intersections with traffic lights. Bike
boxes are located at the front of traffic lanes to give bicycles a head start over vehicles on shared
roadways.
Bike Lane – is a marked and identified portion of the street designated for bicyclists.

Example of the Build‐to Zone

Build-to Zone – is a linear area located along the edge of a right‐of‐way, in which and a
building’s front façade should be located. The width varies between land uses as defined in the
Zoning Code.
Bulb-out – is an extension of the curb into the street, typically where on‐street parking exists.
Cornice – is a decorative horizontal feature emphasizing building elements, most commonly atop
a roof line.

Courtyard – is an outdoor open space that is completely, or nearly completely enclosed by a
building, or group of buildings.

Curb Zone – is a pedestrian waiting area and access to on‐street parking. This zone is the last
buffer between sidewalk and roadway.

Cycle Track – is a bike lane separated by some sort of buffer, whether it is a curb, a landscaped
median, or on‐street parking.

Façade – is a single side of a building from floor to roof. In many cases, the façade is considered
the front or ornamented side facing the street.

Example of a courtyard

Page 10

Floor Area Ratio (FAR) – is the ratio between a building’s total floor area compared to the total
area of the lot the building is located.
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1. Introduction
Frontage Zone – is a space for outdoor dining, congregating, and additional furnishings and
amenities. This zone assists in creating an engaging environment and helps keep “eyes on the
street.”

Gateway – is a sign that indicates the arrival at a place and can be a physical element or a sense
or recognition of arrival or departure.

Geometric Design – is a landscape or structure that consists of formal and regular shapes to
define a space.

HAWK Signal (High-Intensity Activated Crosswalk) – is a traffic signal, typically at mid‐block
crossings that halts traffic and allows for pedestrians to cross the street. These are useful traffic
control devices for large blocks that have long distances between crosswalks.

Historic and Cultural District – is an area designated by the City of Hagåtña as significant
contributors to the history and culture of the city. The purpose of these districts is to strengthen
Hagåtña as a unique destination offering cultural activity, while preserving and teaching the
history of the city.

Landscaped Buffer – is a landscaped area that is used to separate land uses or a land use from a
right‐of‐way and serves as a way of lessening the effects of one land use on the other.

Landmark – is an object, feature, or structure that is easily seen and recognized. Landmarks play
important roles in wayfinding, establishing urban space or generating social interaction due to
their design, cultural identity, history, or location.

Loading Zones – are areas of commercial properties where goods are delivered by truck.
Mamposteria Style – is a style of construction using stone and mortar, which has been widely
adopted throughout Guam.

Mixed-Use – is a type of development designed to encourage a variety of community activities,
uses, and services to work together within close proximity. Mixed‐ use developments blend
residential, commercial, cultural, institutional, or industrial uses. Mixed‐use spaces promote
walkability by promoting pedestrian connections, and add to the vibrancy of an area.
Public Draft
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Multi-Modal Transportation – is the consideration of various modes of transportation in a given
area and the connection among each mode. These can include walking, cycling, automobile, and
public transit.

Mullions – are metal bars in large windows holding together separate panes of glass.
Native Vegetation – is any species of plant life that is indigenous to an area. In the case of
Hagåtña, it is grass, shrubs, and trees that are indigenous to Guam.

Natural Surveillance – is a method of keeping public spaces open and visible from private
properties to maximize the number of people watching such spaces to deter criminal activity.

Parapet – is low wall that protects the edge of a building or other platform.
Passive Solar Heating – is a design method that uses the sun’s natural energy to heat indoor
spaces, as well as methods that restrict sun exposure into indoor spaces to keep temperatures
down.

Parking Kiosk – is an electronic parking meter that also offers parking information.
Pedestrian Islands – are safe pedestrian waiting areas located along crosswalks and between
roadways, where pedestrians can wait for traffic to pass. Pedestrian Islands are often located on
roadway medians to reduce the number of lanes they must cross to reach safety.

Right-of-Way (ROW) – is a transportation easement provided for roadways, sidewalks, and other
necessary pathways throughout a city.

Roof, Flat – is a horizontal plane roof with a pitch or slope capable of being walked upon easily.
Roof, Gable – is a pitched roof with two sloping planes that meet at the peak in the center and
terminating with a gable at each end.

Roof, Hip – is a roof that slopes downwards to the walls on all sides, and typically consists of a
fairly gentle slope.
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1. Introduction
Roof, Mansard – is a roof that has four sloping sides, which become steeper halfway down the
roof.

Rooftop Terrace – is an accessible and habitable outdoor space located atop a flat roof.
Setback – is the distance a building is required to be from its property boundaries per the zoning
ordinance.

Shared Parking – is a strategy that permits nearby complimentary land uses to share parking
spaces, which reduces the maximum number of parking spaces required for development.

Sharrows – are roadways that do not have a separation between bicycles and vehicles, but may
still be shared by both vehicles and bicyclists together.

Signs – are any structure, placard, announcement, or demonstration used to disseminate
instructions or information regarding direction, identification or advertisements.

Solar Heat Gain – is an increase in room temperature within a space caused by the sun’s natural
energy.

Spanish Mission Style – is a style of architecture the Spanish introduced to the Americas and
East Indies in the 16th Century. It consists primarily of stucco exterior walls, arches, terracotta roof
tiles, balconies, exposed wood beams, as well as courtyards and shared spaces between buildings.
Example of Spanish Colonial Style Architecture.

Streetscape – is combination of all the various elements located within the public right‐of‐way
including street furniture, lighting, landscaping, paving, and the adjoining buildings that form the
street’s character.

Storefront – is the ground‐floor façade facing the sidewalk on a commercial building.
Stormwater Retention Basin – is an area that collects stormwater runoff to prevent flooding.
Style – is the distinctive form of expression exhibited in a structure. Architectural or building
styles are composed of form, technique, materials, time period, and region, and impact the
character and identity of an area.
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Traffic Calming – is a method of reducing vehicular speed along streets through design to
improve pedestrian safety.

Trails – are identifiable non‐vehicular paths, separated from roadways.
Viewshed – is the geographic area that can be seen by a specific point within the line‐of‐sight
from that location.

Walking Zone – is a pedestrian walking area. This zone helps facilitate the movement of
pedestrians from one point to another.

Window Caps – are decorative elements placed atop the exterior of a window.
Window Lintels – are exposed horizontal beams that spans the space between two vertical
supports.

Window Sashes – are two offset window panes that permit a window to be opened.
Window Sills – are short horizontal ledges that form the bottom of a window.
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2 Public Spaces

2 . 1 Introduction
For the purpose of this section, public spaces are defined as spaces within Hagåtña, such as parks,
plazas, and streets, which are available for public use. Oftentimes, public spaces are iconic to a
city’s identity, like Hagåtña’s Plaza de España. Such places offer space for social gatherings and
cultural interaction, as well as fostering community pride and a stronger sense of place.

Design objectives supported:
Culture
 Pedestrian Experience
 Mobility
 Safety & Security

Environmental Protection

Urban Design


Public Draft

It is important to provide guidance for the design of public spaces to ensure accessibility for all
residents and visitors and to make sure that the design reflects Hagåtña’s character and culture.
Components of public space that are described in this chapter are right‐of‐ways, furnishings and
amenities, landscaping, parks and plazas, and safety.

2 . 2 Rights-of-Way
The term right‐of‐way (ROW) is used to describe land that is owned or held as an easement over
land that allows movement or use by the public over the land, or as defined in the Guam Code
Annotated Chapter 62, right‐of‐ways are “the entire width between property lines of a highway,
street, or alley,” and include “easements for roadways created by law or operation of law.” A
typical ROW is used for public streets, but can also be used to describe some public trails and
utility corridors. The Design Guidelines provide guidance on how right‐of‐ways should look and
function. This section covers streets, sidewalks, bike lanes, trails, and transit.
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2.2.1 Streets
a) Roadways with intersections occurring at odd angles shall have directional overhead
signage to prevent turning into the wrong lanes.

b) Existing medians should be landscaped with native vegetation where feasible, and adhere
to Section 2.4.

2.2.2 Sidewalk Zone
a) Sidewalks should be located along both sides of all streets whenever feasible and without
compromising safety.

b) The Walking Zone should maintain a vertical clearance height of nine feet. The vertical
clearance height should be clear of hanging tree branches, awnings, etc. Projecting signs
may hang below nine feet, but should not hang below seven feet.

c) A minimum of 50% of the sidewalk’s path shall be clear and void of obstacles.
d) Sidewalk Zones should adhere to the guidelines outlined in Table 2‐1:
The Sidewalk Zones organize various activities that occur on
sidewalks.

Table 2‐1. Sidewalk Zone Dimensions
Measure
Type of Intersection
Curb Zone
Amenity Zone
Walking Zone
Frontage Zone

If on‐street parking is present, 18 – 24
inches
2‐foot minimum
6‐foot minimum
Up to 50% of sidewalk, so long as Walking
Zone maintains 6‐foot minimum
dimension

e) Landscape buffers containing shrubs and other smaller plants are encouraged along
sidewalks in the Amenity Zone where feasible, for both aesthetics and functionality. Such
landscaping should be used to create rain gardens located periodically along the street
and at bulbed intersections to help retain stormwater.
Rain gardens retain stormwater, reducing the amount of runoff
that enters the sewer system.
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2. Public Spaces
f) The Amenity Zone along sidewalks should contain street trees that adhere to Section 2.4.
Trees should be placed in either a landscaped buffer, tree grate, or planter box with
enough space to grow and thrive. Up to two tree species may be used for each street
segment.

g) Street trees should be placed between 15 feet and 30 feet apart in regular intervals
depending on tree canopy size and upon Planning Administrator approval.

h) Sidewalks shall be provided to connect sidewalks and parking lots / garages to building
entrances, as well as parks, trails, and other public spaces and amenities.

i) All paving and walkways shall maintain a level surface, void of tripping hazards, and be
designed to be slip resistant.

2.2.3 Bike Facilities
a) Bike lanes should be incorporated along all highways, and are encouraged to run along all
collector roads where feasible. Local roads should establish sharrows.

b) Bike lanes along highways should be clearly marked, separated, and buffered between
drive lanes. Possibilities include:



On‐street parking (parallel parking only)



Striped two to three foot buffer



Landscaped median



Raised cycle tracks—extended sidewalk as a multiuse path

Buffered bike lanes increase safety for bicyclists, pedestrians,
and motorists.

Public Draft
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c) Bike lanes should be designed to connect to current or future bike facilities in villages
adjacent to Hagåtña.

d) Raised cycle tracks should contain a two‐foot landscaped buffer between bicycle and
pedestrian lanes, and have clear signage separating the lanes.

e) Signage for bicycle amenities can be found in Section 6.4.
f) Narrow residential streets should incorporate sharrow lane designations.

A simple sharrow stencil can be easily applied to roadways
to caution drivers of bicyclists.
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2. Public Spaces
2.2.4 Trails
The locations of trails in Hagåtña are shown in the Hagåtña Master Plan. The following are
guidelines for these trails.

a) Trails should be designed with pedestrian amenities and lighting for user convenience
and safety, and in compliance with Section 2.3.

b) Trails should provide connections to transit stops and stations.
c) Trails should be looped and interconnected throughout the city when feasible.
Trails promote walking and bicycling as a form of
transportation and other healthy lifestyle habits

d) Trails should be clearly identified with signage every 300 to 500 feet in accordance with
Section 6.4.

e) Trails should have adequate access points from sidewalks, bikeway systems, and public
parking areas.

Table 2‐2 Trail Design

Public Draft

Trail
Hagatna
Heritage Trail

Width
10 feet

Material
Asphalt

Mode
Bicycles,
walking

Waterfront Trail

14 feet

Concrete

Hagatna
Riverwalk Trail
Pedestrian Trail

12 feet

Brick pavers

10 feet

Asphalt/concrete

Cliffline Trail

10 feet

Asphalt/concrete

Bicycles,
walking
Bicycles,
walking
Bicycles,
walking
Bicycles,
walking

November 2017

Features
Teal surface,
painted centerline,
wayfinding kiosks,
benches
Beach adjacent
On both sides of
river, benches
Teal surface
Viewpoints
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2.2.5 Transit
a) Stations should be standalone structures whose design represents Hagåtña’s culture and
character and feature the following amenities:



Sheltered bicycle parking



A park‐and‐ride facility



Pedestrian drop‐off zone



Ticket sales



Public Restrooms



Service information



Drinking fountains



Covered waiting areas

b) Transit stations should have a saw‐tooth layout to accommodate multiple buses at one
time and facilitate bus movement.

Example of a saw‐tooth transit station.

c) Benches, trash / recycle receptacles, and bike racks should be present at every transit
Example of a transit stop along a two‐way street with on‐
street parking.

stop.
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2. Public Spaces
d) Transit stops should have an overhead shelter and surrounding walls to protect riders
from inclement weather.

e) Shelters should have at least a four‐foot depth with a roof that may extend over the Curb
Zone. Transit shelters should be at least eight feet in height with a length of at least 12
feet.

f) Transit stops and stations should be highly visible and well‐lit between dusk and dawn.
g) Transit stops should display information about the transit schedule, routes, connections,
and attractions located nearby each stop.

h) Transit shelters should be placed in the Amenity Zone along sidewalks that have a
Well‐furnished transit stops enhance ridership experiences and
promote public transit as a viable mode of transportation.

minimum of a 12‐foot width, or in place of on‐street parking. Transit stops may extend
into the walking zone only if the remaining sidewalk is still wide enough to support a six‐
to eight‐foot Walking Zone.

i) Transit stops and stations are encouraged to feature local public art to increase their
attractiveness.

Public Draft
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2.2.6 On Street Parking
a) On‐street parallel parking spaces  shall be a minimum dimension of 8 feet deep by 18
feet long.

b) Angled on‐street parking shall be at a 90‐degree angle  or 45‐degree angle .
Dimensions are provided on the figure to the left.

c) Clear signage shall identify where metered and permit parking exists.
d) On‐street parking spots should be located 18 feet from the intersection, as delineated by
the crosswalk location .
e) Parking kiosks should be located in the Amenity Zone along streets with pay‐by‐space on‐
street parking. One kiosk should be placed per eight to ten parking spots, or every 200
feet on streets segments larger than 400 feet.

Dimensions required for on‐street parking.

f) Parking kiosks shall feature an overhang or shade structure to shelter users from
inclement weather.

g) Motorcycle and scooter parking should be perpendicular to the sidewalk and should be
10 feet deep and 5 feet wide.

h) On‐street parking shall be prohibited 10 feet from fire hydrants in all directions.


Intersection bulb‐out design and standards where on‐
street parking exists.
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2. Public Spaces
2 . 3 Furnishings and Amenities
Design objectives supported:
 Culture
 Pedestrian Experience

Mobility

Safety & Security

Environmental Protection

Urban Design

Furnishings and amenities are features that create a comfortable environment and provide
conveniences for those using or visiting an area. This section includes guidelines for benches, bike
racks, trash and recycle receptacles, lighting, shading, and public art.

2.3.1 General
a) Street furniture and amenities should be located in active pedestrian areas, including
intersections; building entrances; transit stations and stops; and public parks, plazas, and
open spaces. Such street furniture and amenities along the sidewalk shall be placed
within the Amenity Zone or Frontage Zone, ensuring a clear path for pedestrians in the
Walking Zone.

b) All amenities should be made primarily of concrete and / or recycled materials, and be
coated with an anti‐graffiti coating, and designed to reduce vandalism potential.
Concrete shall have a smooth finish with minimum porosity. No exposed aggregate
finishes.

c) Amenities should have a consistent design within developments, districts, and / or
barrios.

2.3.2 Benches
a) Benches  and  should be located in the Waterfront District and Riverfront District.
Benches  and  should be located in the Capital and Cultural District and West Hagåtña
District.

b) Benches shall be placed periodically, every 300 feet, along all sidewalks of major and
minor roadways and in areas of high visibility from the streets.

c) Benches shall be located in well‐lit areas, near streetlights or pedestrian lighting, and
preferably in parklets near trees or shade structures to provide shade.

d) Benches should incorporate features to deter their use for sleeping.
e) Benches should be combined with concrete planters when appropriate (see , , ).

Public Draft
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2.3.3 Bike Racks
a) Bike rack placement shall be compliant with GCA 21.61 §61531, specifically:



Spaces shall be a minimum of two feet by six feet



Spaces shall have the minimum number of conflict points between bicycle and motor
vehicles



Spaces shall have adequate spacing for access to the bicycle and locking device when
the spaces are occupied



Racks shall be located within view of building entrances, windows, and / or security.

b) Bike racks shall allow for bikes to be locked through two different points of contact.
c) Bike racks shall be provided enough space for a typical 6.5 foot long bicycle to park while

Example of a bike rack

keeping the Walking Zone clear and at least two feet from the curb to avoid the bicycle
encroachment onto the street. Ideal locations for bicycle racks are in curb extensions
and bulb‐outs, where the Amenity Zone is extended.

d) On sidewalks with adequate widths, bike racks should be placed perpendicular to the
curb, otherwise, angled parking can be used to reduce space requirements.

e) Bike racks should be strategically located in areas of high visibility from the street,
windows, and doors with sufficient lighting.

f) Bike racks should be located near schools, libraries, and other public buildings, as well as
transit stations / stops, parks, and at major commercial areas.

Bike racks can be placed at curb extensions as to not infringe
upon the Walking Zone.
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2. Public Spaces
2.3.4 Bollards
a) Bollards shall serve as entry markers to trails or pathways and should be used to prevent
unauthorized motor vehicles from entering sidewalks, trails, plazas and other public
gathering locations and public buildings.

b) Bollard  should be the standard bollard design across Hagåtña. Bollard  should be the
bollard used for locations that require a retractable bollard. Bollard  should be used in
public parks and along trails where needed.

 Standard bollard design
 Retractable bollard design
 Park / trail bollard design

c) Typical bollard placement should be four to six feet off‐centered. This may vary based on
the facility and site design needs.

d) Bollards should be designed to be highly visible at all times of day. Incorporating LED
lighting is also encouraged in bollard design.

2.3.5 Trash and Recycle Receptacles
a) Both trash and recycle receptacles should be placed together at every 300 feet along
major pedestrian streets and intersections, near major civic buildings, transit stations and
stops, and at other areas of high pedestrian activity.

b) Trash and recycling receptacles should have removable bins placed inside a base made of
concrete to replace trash liner.

c) Trash and recycle bins should have removable lid with a spring‐loaded door to prevent
rain from entering the receptacle. Lid should be able to lock onto concrete base.
Standard trash and recycling receptacle design for Hagåtña.

Public Draft

d) Trash and recycle bins should be identifiable by the color of their lid. Trash bins shall have
a black or dark gray lid, and recycle bins should have a green lid.
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2.3.6 Planters
a) Planters shall be made of concrete and should be round and low to the ground .
b) Planters are encouraged to be used in place of bollards. Planters are also encouraged at
intersections to improve aesthetics.

c) Planter design should be complementary to the surrounding environment and contain
vegetation compliant with outline in Section 2.4.1.

d) Planters should cover no more than 25% of the total sidewalk width.
2.3.7 Shading Devices
a) Shade structures () should be placed within the Amenity Zone or Frontage Zone along
all heavily traveled pedestrian paths. Shade should also be provided wherever benches
and / or parking meter kiosks are located.

Round concrete planter design

b) Shade should primarily be provided by landscaping (trees), but shade structures may also
be used. Shade structures may be constructed with a trellis wall of plants to provide a
natural texture.

c) Shade structures should be no taller than 15 feet, and shall not prevent visibility into
public areas.



Example of a small shade structure that can be located
along any street with inadequate shade.
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2. Public Spaces
2.3.8 Public Art
a) All new developments shall comply with Guam’s “Percent for Arts Law” (Guam Code
Annotated Title 1, Chapter 8, Article 2). Such public art should be incorporated in or on
the site for all new public buildings. Art can also be standalone structures or sculptures in
the Amenity Zone, parks, and plazas.

b) Public art should be cohesive with the surrounding environment and shall not block
windows, entranceways, create blind spots in the built environment, or interrupt the
regular flow of pedestrian movement.

c) Public art should express Hagåtña’s rich history, culture, and environment. Local
residents and schools should be encouraged to participate in the creation of public art.

d) Art pieces do not always have to be a focal point when incorporated into a public area
environment.

Public Draft
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2 . 4 Landscaping
Design objectives supported:
 Culture
 Pedestrian Experience

Mobility

Safety & Security

Environmental Protection

Urban Design

This section identifies the plants that are appropriate for use within Hagåtña. Identifying
appropriate landscape materials that will aid in upholding a complementary aesthetic look
throughout the city and help guide the use of native plants in landscaping. This section covers
pavers, walls, and fences.

2.4.1 Vegetation
a) New developments other than single‐family residential units should plant one tree and
ten shrubs for each increment of 500 square feet.

b) All landscaping should consist of plant species native to Guam. Native species should
include, but are not limited to, the plant species in Table 2‐2:

Table 2‐2. Native Plant Species in Guam
Native Plant Species

Allamanda Tree

Trees
Allamanda Tree
Flame Tree
Ifit Tree
Leucaena leucocephala Tree
Flowers / Shrubs
Birds of Paradise
Bromeliads
Cup‐of‐Gold
Hibiscus Shrub
Orchid Flower

c) Streetscape vegetation shall not be used if they bear fruit or have thorns.
d) No more than two species of street trees should be used on a single block segment.
e) Street trees should be planted at the same time for an entire block segment.
f) New developments are encouraged to retain as much of the existing vegetation on the
property as possible. Any vegetation that is removed is encouraged to be relocated.
Flame Tree
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2. Public Spaces

Ifit Tree

Birds of Paradise Shrub

Cup‐of‐Gold

Leucaena leucocephala Tree

Bromeliads

Hibiscus shrub
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2.4.2 Paving
a) Paving for sidewalks and roadways shall be firm, stable, and slip resistant.
b) Porous asphalt should be used on all roadways.
c) Stamped concrete pavers with a natural colored stain should be used for all crosswalks.
Examples of pavement textures, pavers (L) and flagstone (R).

d) Materials such as permeable concrete, pavers, bricks, or flagstone are recommended for
all sidewalks.

e) The materials for paving used shall be easily traversed by those with varying abilities.
f) Porous materials, such as grass pavers and bricks, are the recommended materials for
both on‐street parking and for parking lot surfaces.

2.4.3 Walls & Fences
a) Walls and fences located in the required front yard setback as specified in the Zoning
Code should not exceed 36 inches in height. Such fences may be increased to a maximum
height of 42 inches if the material extending above the 36‐inch height is an open material
such as wrought iron or vinyl rail.

b) A fence constructed on a side or rear property line of residential properties should not
exceed a height of six feet six feet from highest finished grade adjacent to the fence.

c) Fence materials shall be durable and consistent with abutting fences.
d) Wood, PVC, wire mesh, and chain link walls or fences are prohibited for mixed‐use,
residential and commercial designated properties.

e) Such walls and fences that face the public right‐of‐way should be decoratively treated
and be complementary of the material, color, scale, detail, and general architecture of
adjacent buildings.

f) Walls shall provide the opportunity for seating and landscaping into its design when
located near an active pedestrian path, sidewalk, or public open space.
Examples of walls and fences.
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2. Public Spaces
g) Long walls and fences, should utilize staggers, offsets, or pockets every 50 feet to break
long, linear features.

2 . 5 Parks and Plazas
Design objectives supported:
 Culture
 Pedestrian Experience

Mobility

Safety & Security

Environmental Protection

Urban Design

This section provides guidance for parks and plazas to retain Hagåtña’s character and open feel as
it continues to be developed. This section also ensures all public parks and plazas are open and
accessible to the community.

2.5.1 General
a) Furnishings in parks and plazas shall adhere to Section 2.3.
b) Landscaping in parks and plazas shall adhere to Section 2.4.
c) Parks and plazas shall incorporate safety measures into the site in compliance with
Section 2.6.

2.5.2 Parks
a) Parks should provide for different levels of recreation, such as active and passive
recreational activities.

b) Parks should provide access for all members of the community.
c) Structures at parks, such as recreational centers and restroom facilities, should
incorporate rooftop solar panels or vegetated roofs and should be made of concrete and
coated with an anti‐graffiti finish. Roofing shall comply with Section 3.7.

d) Stormwater retention basins should be incorporated into public parks and plazas as part
of their landscape design. Parks should generally be designed to minimize impervious
surfaces.

e) Parks should connect to pedestrian and bicycling trails when possible.
Parks and plazas help create a healthy and engaging public
environment.

2.5.3 Plazas
a) Plazas shall be flush with the adjoining sidewalk and not be blocked off by landscaping,
walls, fences, parking, etc.

Public Draft
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b) Native vegetation, such as trees, shrubs, and grass lawns, should be provided to soften
the built environment, but not restrict visibility from the street.

c) Plazas should have connections to other pedestrian networks, such as trails, sidewalks,
interiors of buildings, recreational areas.

d) Plazas should incorporate sufficient lighting throughout to promote a safe environment
at all hours.

e) Plazas should include amenities for comfort such as water fountains, shade structures
and public restrooms.

f) Plazas shall receive regular maintenance from the property owner, including trash
removal, landscaping, and damage repair.

g) Plazas should have programmable space for events, activities, and gatherings.
h) Plazas should reflect and balance the aesthetics and appearances of surrounding
structures through material choices and landscaping.
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2. Public Spaces
2 . 6 Safety
Design objectives supported:
Culture
 Pedestrian Experience

Mobility
 Safety & Security

Environmental Protection

Urban Design

Designing for safe environments is crucial in maintaining a level of comfort for residents and
visitors. This section covers lighting and visibility.



2.6.1 Lighting
a) All public ROWs, paths and parking lots shall be well lit with street lights and pedestrian
scale lighting. Extra lighting in potential problem areas, such as arcades, intersections,
entrances / exits, and stairs should be provided. Illuminance standards for street /
pedestrian lighting shall follow guidelines outlined in Table 2‐3:

Table 2‐3. Street / Pedestrian Lighting Guidelines
Type
Footcandles (FC)

Flashing pavement lights increase pedestrian safety during
times of low light.

Public Draft

Roadways
Highway (Major & Minor)
Collector
Local
Intersections
Highway / Highway
Highway / Collector
Highway / Local
Collector / Collector
Collector / Local
Local / Local
Pedestrian / Bike Paths
Commercial Sidewalks
Public Sidewalks
Residential Sidewalks
Multiuse Trails
Parking
Surface Parking
Structured Parking

November 2017

1.1 – 1.5
0.8 ‐ 1.0
0.4 – 0.7
2.6 – 3.4
2.2 – 2.9
2.0 – 2.6
1.8 – 2.4
1.0 – 2.1
0.8 – 1.4
1.0 – 2.0
0.5 – 1.0
0.2 – 0.5
0.5 – 1.7
0.6 – 1.3
0.5 – 1.0
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2. Public Spaces
b) All intersections shall have at least one street light and major intersections shall have at
least two.

c) Traditional street lights  shall be spaced between 100 feet and 120 feet apart.
Traditional street lights without a second lower arm for pedestrian lighting shall be
spaced between 125 feet and 175 feet apart in a staggered pattern along opposite sides
of the street to ensure adequate, equal lighting across all open spaces. These street lights
are found throughout the city with the exception of the Capital and Cultural District,
where the historic street lights  are located (see Section 2.6.2).

d) Light fixture features (e.g., pole, luminary, arm, and color) should be chosen from a
specified catalog of components and shall remain consistent throughout a district.
Dimensions for street and pedestrian lighting should follow guidelines outlined in Table
2‐4.

Table 2‐4. Street / Pedestrian Lighting Dimensions
Lighting Feature
Dimension

 Traditional Street Light
 Concrete pole height
Luminaire type

 Arm extension length
 Secondary pedestrian arm extension

20’
Pendulant
6’
3’

length

 Pedestrian Light
 Concrete pole height
 Luminaire type
 Historic Street District Lighting
 Concrete pole height
 Luminaire type Globe
 Bollard Walkway Lighting
 Retractable Bollard Height
 Standard Bollard Height


Public Draft
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10’
Globe
15’
Globe
3.5’
3.5’
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e) Street lights shall be shielded and / or recessed to direct lighting downwards and reduce
upwards glare.

f) All street lights shall support an armature suitable for hanging banners. Such armatures
shall be spring loaded. Armatures and banners shall be elevated over seven feet from the
ground plane and shall not extend over the street.

g) Flashing pavement lights should be considered for crosswalks to enhance pedestrian
safety at night.

h) Historic street lights  located in the Capital and Cultural District should use the
pedestrian lighting identified in Section 2.6.2.

2.6.2 Pedestrian Lighting
a) Pedestrian light fixtures  shall be placed along pedestrian paths, plazas and other public
spaces.

b) Pedestrian lights in areas without street lights shall be spaced between 50 feet and 100
feet. Placement should take into consideration vegetation and other obstructions that
can block light. Bollard lighting is an acceptable alternative for pedestrian lighting where
appropriate.

c) LED bulbs shall be used for all pedestrian lighting in the public realm.
d) Pedestrian lighting in the form of wall mounted fixtures shall be prohibited in public
spaces.

e) Uplighting structures, landscape, or signs should be to highlight significant and important
cultural elements in the streetscape, but shall not be the primary pedestrian light source.

f) Pedestrian lighting should be shielded to direct light downward, reduce glare and light
pollution, and confine light within the site’s boundary.
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2. Public Spaces
2.6.3 Pedestrian Safety
a) Bulb‐outs  should be spaced between every seven on‐street parking spaces and at
intersections to give pedestrians a shorter distance to cross the street, provide
protection to parked cars, and act as traffic calming devices. Bulb‐outs shall be at least
the width of an on‐street parking space as to provide protection for parked cars from cars
turning onto the street. Mid‐block bulb‐outs can also be in the form of planters to
increase landscaping on the streetscape.

b) All intersections shall contain identified or texturized crosswalks  with pedestrian
crossing signs. Crosswalks at intersections should incorporate material or textural
changes—such as poured concrete with a brick impression that is stained a natural brick
color.

c) Intersections shall be well lit at all times of the day. See Section 2.6.1.
d) Traffic calming measures should be implemented at all intersections in correlation with
Table 2‐5.
Bulb‐outs, pedestrian islands, and textured crosswalks enhance
the pedestrian environment and make street crossing easier
and safer.

Table 2‐5. Traffic Calming Requirements
Measure
Type of Intersection
Identified crosswalks 

All

Textured crosswalks 

Highway / Highway
Highway / Collector
Local / Local
All

Raised crosswalks
Bulb‐outs at intersections with on‐street
parking 
Pedestrian islands on center medians 
HAWK (High‐Intensity Activated
Crosswalk) Signal

Highway / Highway
Highway / Collector
Highway / Local
Midblock Highway
Collectors with high pedestrian crossings

e) All streets and other public spaces and access points shall be ADA compliant.
HAWK signals provide opportunities for pedestrians to safely
cross busy streets.
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2.6.4 Visibility
a) Large windows facing public spaces increases “eyes on the street,” or natural surveillance
into public spaces.

b) To support keeping eyes on the street from large windows, obstructions obscuring views
into public spaces shall be removed and vegetation shall be maintained. Shrubs and other
small plants should not grow over 3 feet in height, and tree canopies should not fall
below 7 feet.

c) Residential units should be oriented towards the street and include front porches and /
or balconies overlooking public space.

d) Surveillance cameras should be considered atop traffic lights at intersections and highly
trafficked locations, as well as at public open spaces and plazas.

e) Emergency kiosks should be placed in publicly‐owned open spaces.
Example of how streetscapes should be designed for safety.
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3 Architectural Design

3 . 1 Introduction

Design objectives supported:
 Culture
 Pedestrian Experience

Mobility

Safety & Security

Environmental Protection
 Urban Design

This section provides guidelines for the form and appearance of buildings (public and private) as
well as how buildings relate to each other and surrounding areas. Included are guidelines for
building orientation; mass, form and articulation; public realm features; building styles; roofs; and
doors and windows.

3 . 2 Building Orientation
Building orientation refers to the way in which a structure sits on a property. Ensuring all new
buildings are compatible with existing developments and support a pedestrian friendly experience
along streets and trails is essential.

3.2.1 General
a) Buildings should maximize street frontage with a minimum of 50% of the structure’s front
façade within the build‐to zone, which is identified in the Zoning Code.

b) Properties along trails should consider secondary frontage along the trail’s ROW,
c) Loading zones shall not be located along a public roadway or trail.
d) If the building form creates a significant enclave or void along the street (L‐shaped and U‐
shaped buildings), the open area should become public / semipublic open space, such as
a plaza or courtyard.
Maximized street frontages enhance the pedestrian realm by
creating a more visually engaging environment.

Public Draft
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3 . 3 Mass, Form and Articulation
Establishing mass, form and articulation standards for each building are important to create
cohesive developments throughout the community that support Hagåtña’s identity and vision.
However, these guidelines are flexible enough to permit design freedom.

Design objectives supported:
 Culture
 Pedestrian Experience

Mobility

Safety & Security

Environmental Protection
 Urban Design

3.3.1 General
a) Site configuration and design should be influenced by and proportional to the form and
design of adjacent properties, and new buildings should be evaluated for consistency.

b) Except within the CBD zoning district, structures should be of similar heights in relation to
the adjacent properties. Buildings that have additional stories compared to the
neighboring properties should have the upper floors stepped back as to not overpower
the neighboring structures.

c) A building’s principal entryway shall be directly accessible from the primary street.
Buildings on corner lots should have an entryway oriented toward the intersection ().

d) Building façades should differ from other nearby structures, while retaining similar


patterns and architectural features.
Corner lot articulation, whether it is through an extending
architectural feature or recessed public plaza, can help
enhance the built environment.
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3. Architectural Design
e) Building façades should have articulation both horizontally and vertically to avoid box‐like
structures and blank walls.

f) Except within the CBD zoning designation, corner lot developments may be two stories or
24 feet taller than the adjacent buildings, with step backs being encouraged. This height
difference will help visually define an entrance point to the block.

g) New buildings located in the CBD zoning designation are not required to design
structures with similar heights compared to adjacent properties.

h) Ground‐floor storefronts should appear to be smaller in scale than the overall building by
breaking up the structure’s massing and through the use of articulation and other
ground‐level architectural details (). Storefronts should be less than 100 feet.
Storefronts longer than 50 feet should be broken up by planar changes of at least 24
inches.

i) Buildings with heights greater than 50 feet should be divided into three smaller
components, a base, a middle, and a top:

 Articulation helps breakup a street wall into a more human
scale form, creating a more exciting and comfortable
pedestrian experience.



Base – Shall incorporate features and amenities in Section 2.3 and should be one‐ to
two‐stories or 25 feet tall.



Middle – May incorporate unique window treatments and should serve as the main,
identifiable body of the building.



Top – Should be stepped back to create visual interest and should appear less bulky
than the base and middle. Varied roof lines and cornices are recommended.

j) For buildings over 50,000 square feet, consider including semiprivate and / or private
interior courtyards for increased natural lighting within the structure’s core. This also
fosters a semiprivate gathering space for residents.
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3 . 4 Public Realm Features
Design objectives supported:
Culture
 Pedestrian Experience

Mobility

Safety & Security

Environmental Protection
 Urban Design


Certain building features have greater influences on the public realm when they are included
along sidewalks, street ROWs, trails and plazas. Providing appropriate features and amenities
along these spaces support an exciting and more comfortable pedestrian experience and
community.

3.4.1 General
a) Ground floor commercial and office buildings should include awnings over windows if
they are exposed to direct sunlight. Awnings should be at least nine feet above the
ground and extend three to five feet from the façade over the public space. Awnings shall
be concrete and should be complementary to the building.

b) Except within residential zoning designation Low‐Density Residential (LDR), buildings near
heavily used pedestrian areas should include covered walkways in the form of recessed
arcades or projected, covered walkways that encroach upon the Frontage and Walking
Zones. The covered walkways should provide pedestrians with shade from the sun and
protection from inclement weather.

c) Certain building uses, such as a hotel, restaurant, or residence, could benefit from having
a rooftop terrace. Rooftop terraces are encouraged to be incorporated into buildings.
Awnings provide protection from the sun through shaded areas,
which promotes a walkable environment.

d) Bright, non‐natural colors should not exceed 15% of a single façade in any land use
district other than residential. Color may be applied to façade materials where
appropriate for accents and focal points in structures, or where stated otherwise.
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3. Architectural Design
3 . 5 Building Styles
Design objectives supported:
 Culture
 Pedestrian Experience

Mobility

Safety & Security

Environmental Protection
 Urban Design

Each new development has a significant influence on an area’s character and identity. Ensuring all
new buildings are compatible with Hagåtña’s character and identity is crucial to support the city’s
cultural experience and community’s values.

3.5.1 General
a) Buildings should be of concrete construction and façades should be composed of glass,
stone, painted stucco or smooth plaster. Other materials may be used for accent features
if it is less than 20 percent of the facade.

b) All materials used on the first floor of a building shall be applied with a graffiti resistant
coating.

3.5.2 Districts
a) Due to the different uses, intensity of use, and prominence of the Capital Cultural District
and the North Riverwalk District, a higher level of architectural design is recommended
than in the other districts. All new development or change of use, signage, building
façade treatment, streetscaping, and development intensity shall be designed so as to
conform to the Hagåtña Master Plan and Zoning Ordinance.

b) Since, the majority of the historical structures in Hagåtña’s are located in the Capital

Changing building materials along a façade helps create
visually engaging environment.

Cultural District, new developments should reflect the history and be designed for
compatibility. This area will also be focused on government and public / open space. The
architectural character is inspired by the Spanish Colonial period. Key architectural
elements should include white stucco walls, multi‐level pitched roofs with terracotta
tiles, balconies, arcades, and courtyards that foster social interaction. These buildings are
gathered around shared open spaces and will achieve a sense of unity in the civic areas of
the city.

c) The Riverwalk District is located along the proposed Riverwalk Trail along the Hagåtña
River. This area has been disconnected from the river for decades. New development
should be mixed‐use, and relate and connect to the river. The architectural character in
this district allows for more flexibility with respect to colors and roof styles. Contributing
elements to structures in this district include modern style with rectangular and square
shapes, flat or low‐pitched gabled roofs.
Public Draft
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d) Building styles in each district should substantially conform to the guidelines established
Table 3‐1 below.

Table 3‐1. Architectural Styles
Feature
Guideline
Primary Exterior Surface
Exterior Colors
Roof Type
Roof Material/Style
Additional Features

Typical Spanish Colonial Architecture, rendering of the Palacio

Primary Exterior Surface
Exterior Colors
Roof Type
Roof Material/Style
Additional Features
Primary Exterior Surface
Exterior Colors
Roof Type
Roof Material/Style
Additional Features
Primary Exterior Surface
Exterior Colors
Roof Type
Roof Material/Style
Additional Features

Capital and Cultural District
Plaster or stucco, smooth finish
White
Gable, multi‐level
Red terracotta tiles
Balconies, exposed wood beams, arcades, courtyards, and shared
spaces between buildings
Riverwalk District
Plaster or stucco, smooth finish
White, gold, pink, neon, orange
Hip, mansard, gable
Stamped concrete tiles
Balconies, arcades, square and rectangular shapes, high ceilings, and
patios
Hollow‐block cement
White, brown, yellow, blue
Flat, hip
Stamped concrete tiles
Balconies, porches
Stone and mortar, white plaster
White, brown, yellow
Gable, hip
Terracotta or stamped concrete tiles
Stone exterior stairways, terraces, raised masonry porches with
overhanging roofs

Modern Block Home. http://www.guampedia.com/changes‐in‐
construction‐styles/
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3.5.3 Traditional Chamorro Architecture
a) The design of buildings should reflect traditional Chamorro culture.
b) Building design should use the mamposteria construction style when appropriate.
c)  Construction should be primarily made of stone and mortar. Bright colors may be used
as accent colors where appropriate.

d) The design of buildings should incorporate high ceilings on the first floor of public and
commercial buildings.

e)  Traditional style of architecture should incorporate balconies on upper floors or stories
and should be wrapped with spindles.

f)  Pitched roofs should have an overhang of at least three feet.
g)  Wide stairwells should lead to the entrance of residential buildings with broad
 Sample features found in traditional Chamorro architecture

sidewalls and a space for a planter at the bottom.

h)  Structures should have generally square or rectangular shapes with uneven features.

 Example of wide stairwells.
Public Draft

 Example of traditional Chamorro building form with rectangular shapes and uneven features.
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3 . 6 Roofs
Design objectives supported:
 Culture

Pedestrian Experience

Mobility

Safety & Security
 Environmental Protection

Urban Design

Roofs feature many different forms and are significant features in a city’s skyline. The following
guidance is established to create cohesiveness with rooflines, as well as establish usable spaces
and stormwater mitigation.

3.6.1 General
a) All pitched roofs, roof covering shall be made of poured concrete with a tile form that
reflects the look of clay tiles, but with greater resistance to high winds. Clay tile roofs
shall only be permitted for historic structures where this roofing is necessary to maintain
the historic design or for the partial replacement of an existing tile roof and structures
surrounding the Plaza de España.

b) For all pitched, concrete colors should be in the range of terra cotta and brown tones.
c) Flat roofs should be coated in silicone.
d) Solar panels can be used on roof structures if the design does not produce glare on
adjacent properties or public spaces.

Concrete tiles can take similar looks to clay tiles, but are more
resistant to high winds and storms.
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3 . 7 Doors and Windows
Design objectives supported:
 Culture
 Pedestrian Experience

Mobility

Safety & Security
 Environmental Protection

Urban Design

Doors and windows are a defining and prominent feature in all buildings and can have significant
effects on aesthetics, pedestrian comfort and building performance. Establishing standards and
guidelines for doors and windows is essential to support Hagåtña’s character, pedestrian safety,
and sustainable buildings.

3.7.1 General
a) Building entrances should consider arched doorways and openings.
b) Doors and windows on buildings should be inset a minimum of one foot to maximize
shade and to reduce solar heat gain in the building. Recessed area will also allow
installation of typhoon shutters not on the façade of the building.

c) Storefront windows shall be at minimum five feet tall, and the bottom shall be no more
than three feet above the sidewalk.

d) Windows larger than eight square feet should be divided into smaller sections by
integrating mullions into their design.

e) Window details such as sills, caps, sashes, and lintels should be incorporated, but
variations of windows shall be limited or complimentary within the building.

f) New construction should strategically design and place windows to maximize indirect
sunlight and passive solar heating.

Features, such as arched windows, storefront windows, and
deep set windows, make buildings more approachable and less
expense to cool.

Public Draft



North‐facing exterior walls should maximize window openings for indirect sunlight.



South‐facing exterior walls should include sun shading mechanisms over any opening
at windows to block direct sunlight.



East‐facing exterior walls should maximize window openings for early morning
sunlight.
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West‐facing exterior walls should include sun shading mechanisms over any opening
or window to block or filter afternoon sun.

g) Dark, reflective, and otherwise mirrored glass shall be prohibited for use on storefront
windows.

3 . 8 Flood Zones
Design objectives supported:
Culture

Pedestrian Experience

Mobility

Safety & Security
 Environmental Protection

Urban Design


The majority of Hagatna is currently located within a flood zone. The city is in the process of
reconfiguring the flood zone, which, in the future, will not impact the same properties. Guidelines
are for new developments, which will be recommended to be transitional in nature until the flood
zone has been reconfigured.

3.8.1 General
a) For all new developments within the current flood zone, the ground floor should be
utilized for parking or other temporary uses and built in such a way to allow water to pass
through unimpeded. Flood resistant building materials should be utilized.

b) Once the flood zone has been reconfigured and a property is no longer within the flood
zone, the ground floor should be redesigned for the highest and best use.
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4 Site Design

4.1

Introduction

The way in which private developments relate to the public realm contributes to Hagåtña’s
character and identity. Establishing guidelines for site design is important for ensuring all sites
help fulfil Hagåtña’s vision. These guidelines address issues related to specific components of
developments, such as viewsheds, parking, and service areas.

4.2
Design objectives supported:
 Culture
 Pedestrian Experience

Mobility

Safety & Security
 Environmental Protection

Urban Design

Viewsheds

Hagåtña has many historic and cultural landmarks that create identity for the city as well as
natural environments that have shaped its culture. Preserving viewsheds in Hagåtña is important
for maintaining the unique character of the city.

4.2.1 General
a) New buildings should create viewing opportunities of natural and cultural features in
Hagåtña where applicable.

b) New buildings should not obscure views of significant natural and cultural features within
the city.

c) New buildings should not encroach upon the privacy of existing residential units and their
private outdoor space. A landscaped buffer should be provided to increase privacy along
the adjoining property line if necessary and should adhere to landscaping Design
Guidelines in Section 2.4.
Landscaping, such as the placement of trees, can help to block
views into residences.

d) Landscaping and amenities that are located along the shoreline, nearby cultural and
historical landmarks, and other prominent locations shall not dominate the view.
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4.3
Design objectives supported:
Culture
 Pedestrian Experience
 Mobility

Safety & Security

Environmental Protection

Urban Design


Parking

Parking is an essential urban component, but when poorly designed, can hinder walkability and
create unattractive places. Well‐designed parking plans retain the city’s character while meeting
parking demands for residents and businesses. Designing for parking in Hagåtña will help to
create convenience and improve traffic flow along streets. This section includes Design Guidelines
for on‐street parking, parking lots, and parking garages. Required parking rates and other
regulatory requirements are found in the Hagåtña Zoning Code.

4.3.1 On Street Parking
For design guidance, see Section 2.2.6.

4.3.2 Parking Lots
a) Parking lots should not dominate street frontages or shoreline areas. Parking lots should
be placed in the back of the property, away from the primary street.

b) Adjacent lots should establish reciprocal access to parking lots and internal circulation to
minimize curb cuts.

c) The perimeter of any outside parking areas that face a public street should be landscaped
to create a visual screen from the street. Landscaping shall adhere to the landscaping
guidelines in Section 2.4.
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d) A pedestrian path should be provided from the end of the parking lot to the primary
entrance of the building.

e) Shared surface parking or parking garages are preferred and encouraged for all mixed use
developments and multi‐tenant commercial developments.

f) Surface parking lots should include landscaped islands at least every seven spaces and at
the end of each parking row to reduce the visual impact of the lot and to mitigate
stormwater flooding. Landscaped islands should be at least three feet by three feet and
be wide enough to protect trees and vegetation against bumper overhand and swinging
doors.

g) Landscaped areas in surface parking lots should be protected from vehicular
encroachment by a vertical curb six inches in height.

h) Parking lots shall provide designated parking spots for persons with disabilities. These
spots shall be clearly marked and shall be ADA compliant.

i) Parking should be located away from the edge of bodies of water, such as the shoreline
and the Hagåtña River, when feasible.

j) There should be at least one bike rack for every 20 vehicular parking spaces developed.
See Bike Rack Design Guidelines Section 2.3.3, Furnishings and Amenities.

k) Pervious pavement and grass pavers should be considered for surface parking lots to
Landscaping in parking lots can enhance the aesthetics of a property,
reduce stormwater runoff by providing pervious surfaces for rainwater
to flow to, and provide shading along pedestrian paths through a
parking lot.

mitigate stormwater runoff. See Design Guideline 2.4.2.

4.3.3 Parking Garages
a) Parking garages shall be well lit with LED lighting. Lighting within the garage should not
create excessive glare for neighboring residential units.

b) Public parking garages throughout the city should have the same aesthetic design and
shall be clearly identified by signage and wayfinding.
Example of a surface parking lot using grass pavers to help
mitigate stormwater.

Public Draft

c) Public parking garages should incorporate public art along the façade of the structure.
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d) Elevators and stairs should be located on corners with high pedestrian activity and should
be clearly marked with signage along the perimeter of the parking structure. This will
help to lessen the use of ramps as main pedestrian access points within the garage.

e) Parking garages should have an external skin when exposed to the public right‐of‐way as
to not deter the visual character of the streetscape.

f) The street frontage of parking garages should be lined with ground‐floor commercial uses
to promote pedestrian activity.

4.4
Mixed‐use parking garages provide pedestrian friendly activities
on the ground floor. The use of vegetation and screening along
theexample
garage facade
maintains
a high
level of location
aestheticthat
along
An
of an enclosed
trash
receptacle
is the
streetscape.with the main building it is associated with. A roof
compatible

Service Areas

Loading docks, shared trash receptacles, utility areas and similar facilities are critical components
of functional developments, but if poorly designed can interrupt circulation and detract from the
visual character of the building and area. Properly planned and sited service areas are screened
from the public view while still retaining their essential functions. This section covers loading
docks, trash receptacles, and utilities.

4.4.1 Loading Docks
a) Loading and unloading zones should be located in the rear of buildings and accessed
through a service entry way if possible.

4.4.2 Trash Receptacles
a) Trash collection location areas shall be located in the rear of buildings, away from
pedestrian entrances.

b) If located outside, the trash collection area shall be enclosed by a seven‐foot wall. Wall
material shall be compatible with the main building, and an access gate shall be lockable
both in the open and closed position.

c) The perimeter of the trash collection wall should be landscaped to screen the view.
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4.4.3 Utilities
a) Where feasible, utilities should be placed off the ground plane, either underground or on
roofs of structures and set back from the front building façade so it is not visible from the
street.

b) Utility connections located on the ground plane should be located in the rear of
structures when possible.

c) Utilities should be screened with shrubs and other vegetation from public view, while
maintaining accessibility.

Landscaping screens these utilities and enhances the aesthetics
of both these utilities and the overall site.

Public Draft
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5 Specific Area Guidelines

5.1

Introduction

There are areas within Hagåtña that require additional guidelines to support the City’s vision,
goals, and aspirations. Specific Area Guidelines typically focus on a particular property, block,
neighborhood or broader area, such as the development of an entire civic center or new
community and public spaces. These guidelines ensure that each specific area reflects a unique
and recognizable design that identifies the area. The Specific Area Guidelines section focuses on
the Capital and Cultural Sub Area, Riverwalk District, Historical and Cultural Sites, and Shoreline
Protection.
Guidelines set forth in this section are in addition to the general guidelines established
throughout the Design Guidelines. If guidelines in the Specific Area Guidelines contradicts
guidelines as written in another section, the guidelines in this section will apply.

5.2
Design objectives supported:
 Culture
 Pedestrian Experience

Mobility

Safety & Security

Environmental Protection
 Urban Design

Public Draft

Capital and Cultural Sub Area

The Capital and Cultural Sub Area has a rich history in being the government center for Guam and
will be designed to enforce the function of the sub area. This section includes Design Guidelines
for structures, streetscape, landscaping, and maintenance within the Capital and Cultural Sub
Area.
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5.2.1 Structures
The following guidance shall be used for new structures in the Capital and Cultural sub area of
Hagåtña’s City Center District.

Structures in the Capital and Cultural sub area should be of
similar architectural style to the historic Governors Palace of
the 19th century.

Style
Mass
Materials

Spanish Mission
Simple regular forms
Stucco, clay tile roofs, wood, concrete, flagstone

Texture / Pattern
Color
Detail

Smooth texture with a recognizable pattern
Natural hues, terracotta, and neutral earth tones
Exposed wood trim, columns, wide stairwells, balconies with wood spindles,
logo of government agency occupying the building

Scale /
Proportion

All structures should have similar scales

a) Columns and posts shall be of similar design, creating a unified and cohesive feeling
throughout the Sub Area.

b) Architectural articulation on the second floor that extends past the 6 feet overhang limit
is acceptable. Overhang should be centrally located and limited to 30 feet in length, or
50% of the structure’s width—whichever is shorter.

c) Balconies may be placed on the second floor if there is no overhang, but should not
extend more than four feet from the façade.

d) Façades should have an identifiable rhythmic pattern or cadence embedded in the
architectural detail, such as windows, doors, articulation, and textures.

e) Roof styles should be either hip or gable or a mixture of the two.
f) New government buildings should feature shared covered walkways with stone pavers
and railings.

g) New structures in the Capital and Cultural District should incorporate similar design
principles as the historic Palacio. At the same time, new developments are encouraged to
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modernize new facilities to provide design flexibility to the district. Such details new
buildings should incorporate include the following:








Stamped concrete roof tiles
Stucco exterior walls with a smooth or worm finish
Logo of government agency occupying the building
Wood or wood veneer columns
Wood spindles
Balconies

h) Colors should be limited to the natural hues of materials and other earth‐tone colors.
Stucco exterior siding should be white, and roofs should be terracotta (whether or not

Sample features new buildings in the Capital and Cultural District should incorporate into new developments
to create a cohesive government center.

they are clay tiles or stamped concrete).
Color and texture palette for the Capital and Cultural District:
(from left to right) white stucco, concrete, bricks, terracotta
roof files, wood, aluminum.

Public Draft

i) The trolley stop within the Sub Area should be of similar architectural style as the
surrounding historic buildings and adhere to the transit stop guidelines outlined in
Section 2.2.5 designed specifically for the Sub Area.
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5.2.2 Streetscape
a) Sidewalks shall be at least 10 feet wide and include pedestrian amenities, such as
benches, historic street lights, trash bins, and bike racks. Pedestrian amenities should
adhere to Section 2.3.

b) Sidewalks throughout the district should be made of stamped concrete pavers.
c) Each intersection shall have identified crosswalks, sufficient lighting, benches, and trash /
recycle receptacles where sidewalks intersect.

d) Crosswalks shall include a material change from the asphalt street to stamped concrete
pavers with a natural colored stain.

Uniform landscaping within the Plaza de España, and the
Capital & Cultural Sub Area as a whole, helps create an
environment with a sense of place unique to the Sub Area.

5.2.3 Landscaping
a) Landscaping should express a formal, geometrical design.
b) Royal Palms should be evenly spaced on both sides of all streets. Rows of Royal Palms
should al line internal sidewalks within the Plaza de España that lead to government
buildings.

c) Native canopy trees should be strategically placed to provide shade in public gathering
areas and periodically throughout Plaza de España.

d) All structures, landscaping, and R.O.W.s shall be regularly maintained, and deficiencies
should be repaired within a reasonable amount of time.
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5.3
Design objectives supported:
 Culture
 Pedestrian Experience

Mobility

Safety & Security

Environmental Protection
 Urban Design

Riverwalk District

The Riverwalk along the Hagåtña River provides a unique opportunity for a new destination and
activity hub in Hagåtña. These guidelines help create a new distinctive identity for the Riverwalk
District that will support a vibrant, active, mixed‐use community in Hagåtña, much different than
the other districts. The following guidance shall be used for new structures in the Riverwalk
District.

5.3.1 Structures
Style
Mass
Materials
Texture /
Pattern
Color

Detail
Scale /
Proportion

No style requirements
Ground floor massing should be broken down into smaller forms. No
requirements for upper floors
No requirements
Patterns may be irregular to create interest
Bright colors may be used as accent colors
Balconies, awnings, planters, large windows, outdoor seating areas

Up to 20 feet should be smaller scale, or human‐scale features. No
requirements above 20 feet

a) Building design should include restaurants and outdoor seating areas. Buildings with
restaurants on the first floor should ensure enough room is provided for umbrellas to
open at each table.

b) Structures along the Riverwalk Trail should incorporate gallery storefronts that create
shade and shelter for pedestrians. Restaurants may have outdoor seating within these
gallery areas and will not require umbrellas so long as tables are completely under the
gallery shelter.

Public Draft
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c) Buildings and structures should use bright accent colors in the public realm to create a
vibrant atmosphere. Accent colors may be painted on stucco or other exterior surfaces,
but should not exceed 25% of the total surface area of a single façade.

d) Upper floors should include balconies that overlook the Hagåtña River where
appropriate.

5.3.2 Riverwalk Trail
a) The Riverwalk Trail should provide ample seating, whether it is along ledges or in the
placement of benches and / or tables and chairs.

b) The trail shall be constructed of porous pavers, either brick pavers or flagstone to allow
stormwater runoff to flow through. The surface material may alter along the trail, but
must remain porous.

c) Landscaped bulb‐outs () should be periodically located between the Hagåtña River and
trail to create a winding path along the Riverwalk Trail. Such bulb‐outs should be
enclosed by a retaining wall that is 18 inches in height measured from the trail surface
and 12 to 24 inches in depth. Length and width of the bulb‐outs may vary, but should not
extend more than five feet into the Hagåtña River, and shall ensure there is at least eight
feet available along the Riverwalk Trail.
A bright color palette will help make a more vibrant
atmosphere in the Riverwalk District.

d) Signage along the Riverwalk Trail should differ from signage across Hagåtña. The district
should develop a new unique identity along the Riverwalk Trail. Signage may be bright,
neon, and 15% larger than the standard requirements. More design flexibility should be
given to properties and business along the Riverwalk Trail.

 Example of a landscaped bulb‐out that breaks the linearity of
the Riverwalk Trail and provides vegetation and shade.
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5.4
Design objectives supported:
 Culture
 Pedestrian Experience

Mobility

Safety & Security

Environmental Protection

Urban Design

Historical and Cu ltural Si tes

Hagåtña has an abundance of historic and cultural sites that form the City’s character and
identity, such as Chamorro Village, Arches of the Almacen, Hagåtña Spanish Bridge, and the Dulce
Nombre De Maria Cathedral. Preserving these landmarks and sites through the design of
neighboring development will help maintain the historic and cultural character of the city.

5.4.1 General
a) New developments within 100 feet of a historic building or cultural site should adopt
similar articulation, patterns, materials, and floor heights (or perceived floor heights)
used in the historic building.

b) New structures adjacent to a historic structure shall have a gap of at least 20 feet.
c) Structures located within 200 feet of a historic structure must have a compatible height.
Building heights within 50 feet from the historic structure’s edge shall match the height
of the historic structure. Following the 50 foot height match distance, an extra 12 feet in
height may be added to new buildings in 30‐foot intervals up to the 200 foot compatible
height distance.

d) Underutilized historic and cultural structures should be adaptively reused in the design of
new developments when feasible instead of being demolished.

e) The removal of iconic markers, materials, or features that characterize a historic site shall
be prohibited.

f) Historical landmarks and buildings shall be maintained regularly to preserve their
integrity.
Iconic landmarks, like the arches of the Almacen, should be
well‐maintained and protected from alteration and
deterioration.

g) Maintenance of historical landmarks shall be conducted in a way that is sensitive to the
material and age.

h) Street signs located in historic and cultural sights should follow standards outlined in the
Design Guideline’s Section 6.3.1.
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5.5
Design objectives supported:
 Culture

Pedestrian Experience

Mobility

Safety & Security
 Environmental Protection

Urban Design

Shoreline Protection

Hagåtña’s shoreline is a precious resource that needs to be protected. As tourism become more
prevalent, visitors will be inexplicably drawn to the shoreline. Because of this, guidelines and
protections should be in place to help sustain and maintain Hagåtña’s natural beauty. This section
includes guidance on signage, setbacks, amenities, and structures.

5.5.1 Signage
a) Safety signs shall be posted throughout the shoreline to alert visitors of the effects of
damaging local ecology.

b) Existing native vegetation should be protected along the shoreline, and signage should
identify specific types and species along the Waterfront Trail.

c) Public access to the shore should be protected and marked with signage.
5.5.2 Setbacks
a) Developments along the coastline shall bet setback a minimum of 20 feet from the
established shoreline to protect the ecology and erosion.

b) Setbacks for new developments or redevelopments should consider a 100 year planning
Hagåtña’s shoreline offers a multitude of ecological and
economic benefits including storm surge protection and tourist
destinations.

timeframe to address the effects of sea level rise.

c) Setbacks under public ownership shall allow for public access to the shoreline wherever
feasible.
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5.5.3 Amenities
a) Public access ways to the shoreline should be accessible to all members of the
community.

b) Public amenities, such as restrooms and picnic areas, should be sited and designed in a
way that reduces their visual intrusion on the shore.

c) Trash and recycling receptacles located along the waterfront must be enclosed to protect
water quality.

Infrastructure should be put in place to ensure that all citizens
and visitors can enjoy Hagåtña’s natural resources.

5.5.4 Structures
a) Building densities should be lower closer to the shoreline to lessen the impacts of
urbanization on the natural environment.

b) Large‐scale developments should include breaks between buildings to preserve views
and maintain pedestrian access to the waterfront.

Public Draft
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6 Signage

6.1

Introduction

Signage refers to the design or use of signs and symbols to communicate a public or commercial
message. Signage plays a large role is assisting in the navigation of public space, offering guidance
and direction to destinations. Often, signage has a symbolic design that represents the areas
values and character. It is important for Hagåtña to establish standards for signage design
representing the City’s character and identity, while limiting signage that does not. This chapter
includes sections for gateways, wayfinding, and identification.

6.2
Design objectives supported:
 Culture
 Pedestrian Experience
 Mobility

Safety & Security

Environmental Protection

Urban Design

Wayfinding

Wayfinding signage assists in directing people to places. It is an essential function of the
circulation system, supporting connectivity. This section provides guidance on street signs, barrio
signs, and district kiosks.

6.2.1 Gateways
a) Major gateways () should be 15 feet tall by four feet wide by four feet deep and shall be
artistic entryways into Hagåtña along the city’s primary entrances: where Marine Corps
Drive and Route 4 enter Hagåtña. Such major gateways should resemble latte stones to
represent Guam’s culture and heritage.

b) Minor gateways should replicate major gateways, but reduced in size to be 10 feet tall by
two feet wide by two feet deep and shall serve the same purpose as major gateways, but
should be located at other entryways into the city along less heavily trafficked streets.

c) Concrete shall be the primary material used in gateway monuments.
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d) Hagåtña’s city seal () shall be visible on the front of the sign, and it shall not overlap any
lettering or other information.

e) Gateways should incorporate up lighting to be highly visible at night.
f) “Hagatna” shall be written in extruded letters with at least 10‐inch font and visible from
the front of the sign ().
6.2.2 District Kiosks
a) District kiosks () should be located near intersections with high pedestrian traffic in each
district.
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b) The kiosks should be nine feet in height, two feet in length, and two feet in depth, large
enough to be seen by bicyclists and motorists.

c) The design of the kiosks should reflect resemble gateways, but the interior portion ()
should include maps and information for each respective district.

d) Kiosks should include information about the district such as the attractions and
destinations that are located within the district, along with a map to guide them in the
right direction.

e) District Kiosks shall display information in three languages: English, Japanese, and
Chamorro.

f) Hagåtña’s city seal () shall be visible from the front barrio signs, and shall not overlap
other information on the sign.

6.2.3 Barrio Signs
a) Barrio signs () should resemble minor gateway monument signs, but should include the
name of the respective barrio () instead of “Hagåtña” in extruded letters.
b) Barrio signs should be located at major intersections leading into the respective barrio,
but shall not replace gateway signs or district kiosk signs.

c) The name of the barrio shall be displayed vertical from top to bottom with at least 8‐inch
lettering visible from the front of the sign.

d) Hagåtña’s city seal () shall be visible from the front barrio signs, and shall not overlap
other information on the sign.

6.2.4 Street Signs
a) Street signs () should be attached to traffic lights and stop signs at intersections where
applicable, and shall be made of aluminum with reflective vinyl lettering.

b) Street signs that display the name of the street must hang down from an arm of an
aluminum pole and be secured to the arm with hinges to minimize pressure from high
winds. The total height of the pole and sign should be 18 feet.
Public Draft
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c) If an intersection does not have a traffic light, street signs shall be mounted to an
aluminum pole that is at least nine feet in height. The aluminum pole should include both
intersecting streets. The bottom of the street signs shall be at least eight feet from the
sidewalk surface.

d) Street signs located in the Capital and Cultural District and other historic districts should
resemble the character of Hagåtña’s historic street signs (). Such street signs should be
free standing at intersections. The base should be nine feet in height, two feet in length,
and two feet in depth; be made of primarily concrete; and have a design that is reflective
of the latte stone. A graphic should be inserted into the interior of the base (). The
bottom of the street name panel () should 8 feet from the sidewalk and contain a wood
veneer with white lettering with reflective material.

6.2.5 Banners
a) Banners should be hung on light poles within the Capital and Cultural District and
Riverwalk District, and should display announcements of events, festivals, and programs
in Hagåtña.

b) Banners shall be attached with spring‐loaded brackets to reduce pressure from high
winds on both traditional and historic street lights.

c) Banner material shall be resistant to inclement weather, such as heavy moisture and sun
weathering.

d) Banners should have designs that are consistent with the character of the district in
which it is located or with the city as a whole.

e) Banners should be available at a pedestrian scale and at a vehicular scale.
Banners on light poles notify residents and visitors of events
occurring in Hagåtña.
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f) The bottom of the banner shall be at least eight feet above the sidewalk surface. If the
banner extends over the roadway, the bottom of the banner shall be at least 14 feet
from the roadway surface.
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6. Signage
6.3
Design objectives supported:
 Culture
 Pedestrian Experience
 Mobility

Safety & Security

Environmental Protection

Urban Design

Directional Signs

Directional signs guide residents and visitors along designated paths throughout the city, such as
bike lanes and trails. The Directional Sign section focuses on Design Guidelines for both bike
network signs and trail network signs and markers.

6.3.1 Bike Network Signs
a) Bike network signs should be located along a bike path or lane and should display the
following information:



The name of the trail



Nearby destinations that are accessible via the bike network



The distance and directions to destinations

b) Bike network signs should be mounted on existing infrastructure such as street lights.
c) The bike network signs should receive their own branding and be of different design than
other signs within Hagåtña.

d) Bike network signs should be six feet tall if mounted on a free‐standing aluminum pole.
They may be taller if mounted on existing infrastructure, but it may not be lower than six
feet.

e) Bike network signs shall be coated with a retroreflective material as to reduce glare and
reflections.

f) Bike network signs should be placed every 300 feet along the bike path.
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6.3.2 Trail Network and Marker Signs
a) Trail network signs should be placed at the beginning and end of a trail and should
display key natural features along the trail and a brief history of the area.

b) Trail network signs should be of unique design and be different than other signs within
Hagåtña.

c) Trail network signs should be five to six feet tall and may be mounted alongside
standalone bike signs.

d) Trail network signs should be placed every 300 feet and should display the names of the
trail and the direction to attractions along the trail.
Markers along trails educate visitors on specific landmarks and
facts about Hagåtña.

Trail signs guide users to destinations.
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